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                                                                                                              TEST 17 
 
1- Wealthy women once wore dresses made entirely .......... 

lace. Now, however, it is used mostly ........... 
decoration. 

 
A) into/with  B) onto/in  C) of/as                                              
D) from/to   E) with/over 
 

2- .......... the threatening black clouds in the sky, Maritza 
left the house ........... an umbrella. 

 
A) Despite/without  B) Behind/under  C) During/for                                      
D) Among/with  E) With/about 
 

3- In the 1970s, when inflation rose ........... 10%, 
American financial analysts were very worried ........... 
the situation. 

 
A) below/with  B) to/into   
C) above/about           D) up to/beyond  E) by/for 
 

4- Ralph was stuck ......... traffic ......... the Ml motorway, 
so he telephoned his mother on his mobile phone to let 
her know. 

 
A) with/to   B) by/about  C) around/for                                   
D) in/on   E) at/under 
 

5- Is the belief .......... an afterlife inconsistent .......... 
atheism? 

 
A) for/about  B) of/for   C) upon/to                                        
D) to/above  E) in/with 
 

6- A heavy smoker, Rajeev spends, ......... average, £7 
daily ......... cigarettes. 

 
A) on/on   B) at/at   C) for/in                                               
D) to/for   E) in/to 
 

7- When Cindy got married .......... Rudy .......... a luxury 
cruise, the service was performed by the captain of the 
ship. 

 
A) with/for   B) to/during  C) by/on                                          
D) from/along  E) for/at 
 

8- There's no single word ......... 'snow' .......... any Eskimo 
language. 

 
A) from/by   B) to/with  C) for/in                                             
D) about/from  E) of/among 
 

9- Stan has come up ......... a brilliant plan .......... solving 
the town's traffic problems. 

 
A) to/about   B) by/towards  C) for/with                                        
D) at/from   E) with/for 
 

10- ......... an early age Jimmy demonstrated the qualities 
that would later make him successful.......... business 
life. 

 
A) About/on  B) From/in  C) Before/of                                      
D) After/at   E) Until/along 
 
 
 
 

11- His emphasis .......... morality in government and his 
concern .......... social welfare appealed to voters who 
were disturbed by corruption in government and 
economic problems. 

 
A) out of/by  B) in/with  C) at/about                                      
D) on/for   E) of/under 
 

12- Paul Klee was one of the most inventive and admired 
painters to emerge ........... the 20th-century rebellion 
........... realistic art. 

 
A) under/for  B) round/to   
C) from/against          D) with/Into  E) for/with 
 

13- dive had a life insurance policy to provide .......... his 
family ......... his death. 

 
A) for/upon  B) with/for  C) to/over                                         
D) from/about  E) about/to 
 

14- Alcoholism refers .......... the drinking of alcoholic 
beverages to such a degree that it seriously interferes 
.......... major aspects of an individual's life. 

 
A) for/at   B) to/with  C) with/on                                        
D) from/by   E) about/in 
 

15- Though I've read a few books ......... the subject, my 
knowledge ......... Ottoman history is quite limited. 

 
A) about/to   B) for/about  C) over/In                                        
D) on/of   E) from/with 
 

16- Duncan stole some cookies .......... the cupboard and hid 
them .......... his pocket. 

 
A) with/into  B) for/upon  C) out of/with                                  
D) Inside/for  E) from/in 
 

17- Though they had been married ......... twenty years, they 
still acted ......... newly-weds. 

 
A) in/for   B) over/by  C) for/like                                      
D) since/with E) from/as 
 

18- When the bath overflowed, the water spilt ......... the 
floor, where it soaked .......... the carpet. 

 
A) from/up   B) over/with  C) on to/into                                     
D) upon/out  E) beyond/over 
 

19- Max longed .......... his mother's cooking as he ate his 
dinner .......... the university cafeteria. 

 
A) about/at   B) over/for   
C) with/around           D) for/in    
E) towards/with 
 

20- She looked deep .......... her son's eyes and asked him to 
tell her the truth ........... what had happened to cause the 
fight. 

 
A) into/about  B) on/over  C) at/along                                       
D) about/upon  E) through/up 
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21- The cat jumped ......... the table and knocked .......... the 
glass of wine. 

 
A) across/up  B) onto/over  C) over/with                                     
D) into/from  E) with/out 
 

22- When Francis came in ......... the cold, he left his snowy 
boots .......... the door so as not to wet the carpet. 

 
A) with/Inside  B) for/under   
C) through/into          D) out of/over   
E) from/outside 
 

23- Paul is so obsessed .......... cars that he's named his 
daughter Porsche ........... the German sports car. 

 
A) on/about  B) by/for  C) into/about                                    
D) with/after  E) for/from 
 

24- It rarely rains in Death Valley, but when it does, the 
place comes ........ life and the desert is covered .........  
greenery. 

 
A) in/of   B) on/on   C) to/in                                              
D) into/from  E) from/for 
 

25- I threw a stone .......... her window hoping to wake her 
up, but it shattered the glass .......... a thousand pieces. 

 
A) at/into   B) over/out of  C) out of/for                                      
D) on/within  E) for/about 
 

26- The veterans looked back ......... great fondness on the 
friendships developed .......... the war. 

 
A) with/during  B) into/by  C) for/under                                     
D) from/for  E) out of/with 
 

27- The old woman threw scraps ......... the cats ......... her 
balcony. 

 
A) over/on   B) with/around  C) at/above                                     
D) for/into   E) to/from 
 

28- The area of the USA known .......... the Dust Bowl 
suffered .......... a severe drought in the mid-1930s. 

 
A) of/through  B) for/into C) in/along  
D) as/from  E) with/around 
 

29- The soldier received a medal.......... bravery that was 
above and ......... the call of duty. 

 
A) with/without  B) for/beyond   
C) through/from         D) in/around  E) over/under 
 

30- Could Nostradamus, the astrologer whose predictions of 
the future have fascinated people for centuries, truly see 
......... the future or was he simply good .......... 
guessing? 

 
A) around/on  B) with/from  C) into/at                                          
D) along/for  E) about/with 
 
 
 
 
 

31- The dishonest money changers preyed ......... tourists 
who couldn't distinguish .......... real and counterfeit 
money. 

 
A) for/about  B) upon/among  C) to/from                                        
D) over/for   E) on/between 
 

32- Kite flying is especially popular in Thailand, where the 
air is filled ......... a great variety of kites .......... the 
spring months. 

 
A) of/through  B) with/during  C) from/in                                        
D) out/over   E) in/for 
 

33- ......... being the best doctor in town, Jed was ranked 
.......... the top ten golfers in the country. 

 
A) During/in  B) Since/from  C) About/with                                
D) Besides/among  E) Along/for 
 

34- Before settling .......... to a permanent job, Rudyard 
spent a year travelling ........... the world.  

 
A) down/round  B) out/across  C) on/into                                        
D) with/within  E) from/along 
 

35- Hugh lived in America ........... the end of his teens, and 
settled .......... Fiji when he turned twenty. 

 
A) by/down  B) after/with  C) during/to                                
D) before/on  E) until/in 
 

36- The smuggler was caught.......... the drugs, which she 
had concealed ........... her clothes in her luggage. 

 
A) upon/with  B) from/among  C) by/for                                           
D) into/under  E) with/beneath 
 

37- ......... the day before the planned military coup, the 
conspirators were caught.......... the security police. 

 
A) Since/with  B) Until/about  C) After/for                                      
D) On/by   E) In/from 
 

38- .......... the end of his life, George became fanatical 
.......... religion. 

 
A) On/throughout  B) Towards/about  C) At/into                                         
D) By/between  E) Since/over 
 

39- The prisoners had to work ........... fourteen hours a day 
.......... stopping. 

 
A) for/without  B) about/from   
C) around/with           D) since/by    
E) in/over 
 

40- Simone was so shocked by the news that she forgot all 
.......... her appointment ........... the dentist.  

 
A) with/over  B) to/for   C) for/by                                           
D) until/from  E) about/with 
 

41- James Bond always slept ......... a gun .......... his pillow. 
 

A) by/onto   B) with/under  C) for/beside                                    
D) like/near  E) in/against 
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42- Stories dealing .......... the socio-economic problems 
continue to be ........... primary Importance among 
Brazilian writers today. 

 
A) with/of   B) on/within  C) about/with                                 
D) in/for   E) from/about 
 

43- The sugar beet was grown .......... a garden vegetable 
long before it was valued .......... its sugar content. 

 
A) with/in   B) from/to  C) as/for                                            
D) for/through  E) of/with 
 

44- The Kenyan athlete found renewed energy .......... the 
last 100 metres and sprinted .......... the finish line to win 
the marathon. 

 
A) for/down  B) along/beyond  C) from/out of                                  
D) on/above  E) in/over 
 

45- The Civil War, ......... U.S. history, was a conflict that 
set the Northern states of the American Union .......... 
the Southern states. 

 
A) with/for   B) in/against  C) along/to                                        
D) during/with  E) from/along 
 

46- Switzerland, where the population is composed ...........  
French-, German-, and Italian-speakers, sets a good 
example .......... a multi-ethnic country. 

 
A) in/with   B) with/in  C) to/about                                       
D) of/for   E) at/from 
 

47- In much of the area, the soil is low ........... humus 
content and is not suitable ........... farming. 

 
A) at/in   B) over/with  C) with/from                                     
D) in/for   E) from/ about 
 

48- .......... most of the languages spoken on the Indian 
subcontinent which use Devanagari script, Urdu, the 
official language of Pakistan, is written ............. Arabic 
script. 

 
A) Despite/on  B) Besides/with   
C) Throughout/for      D) For/down  E) Unlike/in 
 
 

49- Daring the 'Mardl Gras' festival In Rio de Janeiro, 
thousands of people parade ........... the" streets dressed 
.......... brightly coloured costumes.  

 
A) In/under  B) into/on  C) through/in                                   
D) around/from  E) over/from 
 

50- The hill that gives Montreal its name, from Mount 
Royal, is directly ........... our old university, which was 
great, because we could walk ............ to the cafe at the 
top to eat our lunch. 

 
A) behind/up  B) under/down   
C) beyond/out of        D) next to/along   
E) opposite /from 
 
 
 
 
 

51- Despite being deeply .......... Kelly continued to use her 
credit cards.  

 
A) on occasions  B) by no means   
C) for instance           D) in debt    
E) at random 
 

52- After a lot of painstaking laboratory research, Robert 
Koch, a German country doctor, .......... was able to 
demonstrate how specific microbes cause specific 
diseases. 

 
A) at last   B) in a hurry  C) all at once                                    
D) for once  E) by far 
 

53- As more and more hopeful people are drawn to the city 
.......... work, the slums on the outskirts of the city grow. 

 
A) on the point of  B) in search of  
C) on the tip of  D) on behalf of  
E) in common with 
 

54- These watermelons were expensive, but that's because 
they are ........... here and had to be imported from Iran. 

 
A) out of doors  B) out of season  C) out of luck                                 
D) out of fashion  E) out of debt 
 

55- We are using photocopies ........... in my German 
language class because the course books haven't arrived 
yet. 

 
A) by no means  B) for a change   C) under the 
impression                 
D) for the time being  E) without delay 
 

56- The popular singer, who sang some lovely songs about 
peace and friendship, ........... last month and thousands 
of people attended his funeral. 
 
A) showed up    B) got down,  C) passed 
away                                
D) carried out  E) broke into 
 

57- During Ramadan in Istanbul the illuminated minarets of 
the mosques .......... against the winter sky.  

 
A) stood out  B) looked out  C) pointed out                                  
D) left out   E) came out 
 

58- In 1997, China .......... Hong Kong ........... from Britain, 
which had leased it for 99 years. 

 
A) joined/in  B) went/with   
C) put/through            D) did/over    
E) got/back 
 

59- The television series was so popular that requests have 
............ for it to be repeated. 

 
A) worked out  B) tried on  C) taken off                                      
D) flooded in  E) settled down 
 

60- The bus was going to Istanbul bus station, but we asked 
the driver, and he agreed, to .......... us .......... at the 
motorway bridge nearest our house. 

 
A) hand/in   B) put/out  C) drop/off                                       
D) count/on  E) pick/up 
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